Our kindest and genuine wishes go out to all our Community and their
colleagues, families and friends.
We hope you are all coping, keeping well and remaining
optimistic during these challenging times.
Since beginning to write this newsletter we have moved
into another and possibly inevitable lockdown, Tempus
Fugit. However, what a beautiful time of the year, the crisp
frosty mornings and blue skies. Just like the seasons, we
have the ability to change and adapt and at Hospitality
Assured we are very proud that within our community we
have some of the very best and amazing examples in the
industry. Read about a few of these in community news
below. To say that hospitality and business in general has
been through a turbulent year would be an understatement.
The learning from Covid-19 demonstrates what an
innovative, tenacious, flexible and resilient environment we
work in. The profile and reputation of the hospitality and

service industries in general has been raised, with more
awareness of the wealth, health and wellbeing that we
contribute to the UK economy. The government has
responded with a job retention scheme, furlough, reduced
VAT, rates relief, commercial rent embargo, hospitality
grants, loan support schemes, self-employed support
scheme, support for outdoor hospitality and the Eat Out
to Help Out scheme. The Industry has been shouting for
a louder voice for years and now hopefully there is the
potential of the creation a Minister for Hospitality in the UK
government.
A positive of these times has been increasing focus on
sustainability, health and wellbeing, networking,
connectivity and compassion. New groups have emerged
to help those out of work; a real sense of family and
genuine business at its best.
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What have Hospitality Assured been
up to?

Feedback

This period has given us time to think – highly
recommended! How often do you take time to think
about work or your self-happiness? Self-happiness is
infectious and impacts on customer happiness and
satisfaction.
Now is the time to use learning from the past year, and
plan for the future as we move forward in 2021. Things
have changed but excellent business and customer
service will always prevail and be at the heart of HA,
our ethos, and that of our Community.
We have been listening, researching and questioning
our vision, aspirations, what we do, and how we do it.
We are refreshing the Hospitality Assured brand, making
it easier for you to do business with us whilst maintaining
the integrity of the Standard and its positioning within
the marketplace that has proved so successful since its
launch in 1998. A big thank you to all of you that
generously gave the time to share your thoughts on HA
as part of the process.
We are also working with MiHi Digital who are further
developing our new website which was launched in
December. The focus of this website will be to raise the
profile of HA and communicate the array of
businesses that we work with in the traditional visitor
economy, health care, education and facilities
management. The website will also be your first port of
call when compiling your Self-Assessment Pack.
This digital process will make it much easier for you to
work on your submission and reference links. The
standard revision is also nearing completion and will
undergo quality control and feedback. We have removed
some of the overlap, refined terminology and ensured the
focus is on the customer. Interestingly, the changes we
have made to the Standard were planned before
Covid-19 and the pandemic has confirmed the
importance of continual improvement.

It’s always fantastic to get spontaneous and positive
feedback.
When requesting articles for this newsletter Mark Field
FIH from the Victory Services Club commented that the
development of the Covid-19 video and re-opening plan
would have been much more difficult to write without the
Hospitality Assured framework guidance. Thanks Mark.
More than ever before it’s important to listen to your
customers (internal & external) feedback throughout the
customers service journey and at every ‘moment of truth’
and most importantly, understand and make sense of it.

Institute of Hospitality

Our focus has been on:
• Sustainability – human, social, economic and
environmental
• Health & Wellbeing - physical, mental and social
• Creativity & Innovation – crucial to continuing success
• Hospitality – outstanding, exceptional and
differentiated
• Technology – for ease, communication and
meeting expectations
• Leadership – collaborative, self-managing,
inclusive throughout the business
• Culture – ‘norms’ of the way people think and
act that drives performance
• Partnerships – engaging relationships with
stakeholders for mutual benefit

It’s fantastic to see that the Institute of Hospitality have
been very busy gaining new members, and sharing their
knowledge through a diverse range of resources and
virtual events including webinars, networking sessions
and ‘IoH Together’ providing guidance and support
during Coronavirus.
We can highly recommend joining the virtual sessions
as a means of meeting and networking with like-minded
professionals from different sectors.
With new regional branches opening up providing
localised opportunities to share, learn and have fun now
is the time to join the Institute.
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Welcome

Dorset Hall

We also welcome Karen Venn MIH to our team. Some of
you may have met Karen via her work with the Institute of
Hospitality. Alongside her duties with the Institute Karen
has joined our team as Business Development Specialist.
Karen has been spearheading our brand refresh and we
look forward to her being a valuable part of our team.

Grantley Hall

We are also proud to be working with Dorset House
www.dorsethouselyme.com in Lyme Regis towards
accreditation.
The owners of this boutique bed and breakfast
establishment are passionate about their business and
quality and will be the smallest business to achieve full
Hospitality Assured in our history.
We are delighted to report the five star Grantley Hall
www.grantleyhall.co.uk in Ripon is working towards
Hospitality Assured accreditation in its 2021 strategy.
The luxury hotel opened its doors last year to much
national and international acclaim.

Well done to Jason and Lynn for their foresight in
getting the HA standards nestled within their business.
It proves quality driven businesses large or small can be
part of the HA family.

Now is a good time to look for new opportunities
For many people, lockdown has been a time to think about what really matters to them.
It has been inspirational to see the creativity of those truly trying to make a difference at this time.

Please, stay in touch
Thanks to all those who are keeping in touch and updating us on how they are doing. If you haven’t, please do. If you have any
tips or advice that you think will help others or you wish to share, please forward to us. We’d also like to invite you to visit our
new website and let us know what you think. www.hospitalityassured.com

